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Polzrizec! Stark-modulated Zceman absorption experiments on p-benzoquinonedc single crystds at 2 Ii show the fzctoi 
goup sp!itting in the origin of the lowest Big (n;;*) rrip1e.t state at 1854s cinvl io lx 0.6ZO.06 cm-‘, Tine ordering OF the 
crystal states is such that the orbitd p!us skte ties at higher energy. ‘ihe absence of a me2sUrable i2CtOr gKWp SO!itring in 
*be ‘Au (n;;*) state at 13.1 cmei from the origin is aken BS 2 further confiimn-tion of tile Gbroric nature of this stzte. The 
2F.S parameterD of this level is found to be -lo+3 GHz. 

For an understanding of the dynamics of energy 
migration in organics, be it coherent or incoherent, a 
knorvledge of the intermolecular exchange forces, 
bcth trsnslationa! equivalent (Le.) a!!d translationa! 
inequivalent (t.i.) is indispensable [I] _ We became re- 
cently intrigtied by the energy migration processes in 
p-benzoquinoned, (PBQ-d,) crystals [2] and started 
therefore a study of the intermolecular exchange 
forces in this crystal. in this note we present the re- 
sults of 3 Stark-Zeeman experiment which measures 
the ordering and spLi.tting of t5e factor group states in 
the iaporte spin forbidden origin of the lowest 117~ 
triplet state in PBQd4 cryst&. The results of this e.y- 
periment also confirm the suggested [3,4] double mirl- 
imum potential energy surface of the lowest electroni. 
ca!ly excited state in PBQ. In a previous paper [4] we 
reported, using Stark modulation spectroscopy, the 
position of the origin of the lowest Blg(nrt) triplet 
state in pure PBQ-cJe crystals. The origin intensity in 
this experiment was electric field induced through 
coupiing with a 3Au(nz+) state at 12.1 cm-l from 
the Oii@l" . 

Even ur?der Cqe highest optical resolution (- I 
cm --I) used in dust experiment neither of these !evels 

* Ir! a previous paper [G] we erroneoxly reported the iwer- 
sion SpLittiI!gti pUitZPSC+ic, CrySZki t0 bZ 13.4 Crr.-l. 

showed a splitting, from which one must conclude that 
the factor group splitting of these states is within the 
optical linewi,rlldth. In these circumstances polsrized 
Z&nan absorption experiments may be helpful as 
was first demonstrated by Clarke and Hochstrasser [5] 
ti a study oi the factor group splitting in the lowest 
triplet state c\f phenzzine. 

This experiment is based upon the notion that hl 
a mcnoclinic crystal (O-symmetry axis) with 2 mole- 
cules p-,r unit ce!!, the electric dipole intensity irz the 
ttiplet factor group components is induced through 
spin-orbit coupling with uniquely polarized singlet 
factor group states [6]. in f&t for the case of one 
molecu!ar active spin substate the oscillator strength 
for absorption into the crysta! Beld spin states is, for 
light polarized paralle! to the b zsis: proportions1 to, 
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Fig. 1. Schematic Zeeman pat;ern for a strong magnetic field 
prralle! to the crystal b xxis (s;immctry axis) of on orbitzllly 
dowed triplei state in B monoc!inic crystal with 2 mo!ecules 
pr unit cr!i and different polarizations (cilb and E.!!) of the 
incident light. The solid lines r?present b and the dashed ones 
cc polarized transitions. Note that the ZFS in the factor 
group components is csaggerated and that the factor group 
soiittinng (IV M) is obtained from a measurement of the dis- 
t;lce between the coxespond& Zeemnn co.mponrn:s for 
GfYererent po!&ations (El/b and db). 

states i=a”, b or c* in 2 moncclinic crystai, ys(i) 
the singlet f2ctor group transition moment polarized 
parallel (for +) 2nd perpendicular (for -) to the b axis, 
2nd % 2nd b, unit vectors in the direction cf polariza- 
tion of the exciting light. These 2xpi2Ssions sllow 
ihat for an orbita!Iy allow~l triplet level the iTb+), 
IT’/-; and [Tc,,- ) factor group states are polarized 
partile to the crystal b axis. The other factor group 
states IT,-), IT,++) and iT,,-+) sre polarized perpen- 
dicular to the crystal 15 axis. In a high magnetic field 
(,$LY% ZFS parameters!) p;.r2Hel to t!!e crystal b axis 
I Tb+) and /T, -! remain eigcnstates of the totA hamil- 
tonian (ignoring sm2ll level crossings effects [7]), 
while in this limit the other eigenstates of the system 
bW0Z-E; 

In the presence of a factor group splitting the polariz- 
ed Zeemm spectrz far Hi\6 thus show a c~lerccteristic 

aSyitl_metriC pattern for ElIi) t!lat reverses on rotating 
the piane of pclarization to c:L6. The situation is de- 
picted schemztically in fig. 1. Careful measurement of 

MOLECULE CRYSTAL 

‘2h 

Fig. 2. Diagram showing the moleculrr and cr-vista1 factor 
poup Stirk effect selection rules for the lowest excited tsip- 
let sates in p-benzoquinone. Note that the ‘A, state is a vi- 
bronic level of the 3Blg state. 

the difference in peak position of iT,+) and lTh-) for 
e/lb and db respectively and Hl!b thus yields directly 
ihe f2ctor group splitting 2 VaP. So far we have ignor- 
ed the effects of the molecular zero field splittti_e 
(ZFS) on the Zeemm spectra. In the limit w!zere the 

t.i. exchange interaction (V,,> is much larger than the 
crystal ZFS parvneiers ?i: t.h~ Vap &Pi (i = Q* ~ b: c”), 
tie asymmetry in the Zeeman pattern is still dcminat- 
ed by the factor group splitting. In the situation where 
pi 2 veo, the asymmetry in the Zeeman spectr.um is 
determined both by the ZFS and factor group split- 

ting and an anisotropic Zeeman study in this case 
yields both 2 VUp and the ZFS parameters [7,8]. Find- 
ly in rlie limit Pi 3 IT/,, the asymmetry in the Zee- 
man patlern is determined by the ZFS parameters 
only and a rotation of the plane of poiarization will 
not reverse the asymmetry in the Zeeman spectrum. 

It is interesting however to note that as long as the 
reIationgfiH+ Pi holds for all va!ues of 2VEp, for a 
magneiic field parallei to the b axis the eigenfunctions 
of the total hamiltonian c&7 always be represented, to 
high accuracy, by t!le following crystal field spin staies: 

ITb 5 and 2-“‘(iT,“+) + iiT,,*)). (3) 

Tllis shows that in a high magnetic 5eId for H/lb (sym- 
metry axis) the factor group states are Eilways unique- 
ly pole&ed. 

We wiil now turn to the case of PBQ-(I,, which 
crysta!lizes ir! the monoclinic space group Pzija 191 
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Fig. 3. Polnrized Zeemm absoption (A) and Stark-moduhted 
Zeeman absorption (8) spectra of the triplat siate origiil of 
crystalline p-bcnzaquinone-d,: with opticz! rzso!ution of 1 

CIil 
-1 

at 7, K. The spectra v;ere ctiibrated using knowa iron 
xc emission line positions. The figure clearly shows the effect 
of rotating the p!ane of polarization of the ixidcnt light from 
parallel (upper) to perpendiculer (lOWei) to the b oxis. Com- 
pre aho figs. 1 and 2. The magnetic field (46 kG) is pn_zlkl 
io the b axis 2nd the electric field (46 kV/cm) ?erpcndicular 
to it (ap(102) 3x%). 

with two molecules in the unit cell. The molecules are 
all nearly pzr.tilel in the 20i clenvage plane. Polarized 
Zeeman experiments on the 3Au(nr”) !eVel in the ori- 
gin region of the lowest Bl,(nn”) triplet state 0fPBQ 
d4 further sho:v that oniy the z-spin subsiaie (L = Z) 
is active, coupling to a molectil2r 31~ (z-polarized) 
st2te. The results obtained from the previous discus- 
sion thus cati be immediately applied to the polarized 
Zeeman spectra of the Stark induced origin, if the zd- 
ditional seleciion rules inposed by the e!ectric fie!d 
o.n_ the system 2re irxluded. It is iherefore necessary 
to realize ihai the molecular Big 2nd Au trip!et siztes 

in the crystal thus correlate with the A,(+), rS,(-) 2nd 

A,(i), B,(-) fxtor group states respectively (in C&. 
The electric field (E) thus only coup!es those fxtor 
group states that are polarized along its spatial orienta- 
tion, e.g., with Ellb, the following transitions will be 
observed: kg(+) + A,(+) and Bg(--) +- B,(-). With 
EL5(1[ ~(103) axis) the transitions Ag(+) + B,(-) and 
B,(-) + A,(i) are induced as sho:vn m fig. 2. 

With these things in mind we wil! now consider the 
Stark-modulated Zeeman absoLqstion spectra shown in 
fig. 3 for Hllb and E!.b(llp(lCU) axis). Fig. 3 shows 
the absorption and Stark modulated absorption spectra 
in a magnetic field parallel to the crystal b axis. Careful 
examination of the polarized Zeeman absorption spectra 
of fig. 3 in the molecular 3Au(n7;*) state region shcws 
that the asymmetric Zeeman pattern is polarization 
independent. The asymmetry in the Zeeman pattern 
of this state must thus be due to 2 ZFS effect and as- 
suming E/D < 1, which is an excel!ent assumption for 
the ZFS parameters of the rnolecu!ar 3Blg(n;;*) state 

[2], we calculate from the Zeeman spectrum D(.3.4, 
(nr*)) = -105 G?&. In the Stark induced Zeeman 
pattern in the origin region of tLe Blg(nzf) triplet 
state we observe a clear asyrnnetry thn,r reverses on ro- 
tati;lg the p!ane of polarization of the excitation. The 
contribution of the zero field splitting to this nysym- 
metric pattern can be best c&ulnted from the meas- 
ured ZFS parameter of PEQ-J4 in this state [2j (detcr- 
mined through in:erp&tion in a PBQ-d, host cpjtal) 
Aqd is found to be 10.051~m-~ Including rhis shift 
t!:e factor group splitting is fotind to be “Vcp = 0.63 
ti.06 cm-1 Recaillng that for Hllb 2nd dlb oniy the 
A,(+) fzctor group component of the upper state is 
observed and th2t an electric field perpendicular to ip 
couples this state to t!le B,(-) component of the low- 
er state; fig. 3 clearly shovis the orbital p!us (B,) fx- 
tar group state to lit at higller ener_q. 

This conclusion is fu!!y confirmed by Stark-Zee- 
man experiments for Hlb (llp(107) axis) 2nd Ellb, 
where the Stark induced Zeernsn f2ctor group pattern 
of the origin obeys the same polarization selection 
rules 2s those of an orbitaliy Alowed state. 

Zt is interesting ;o note thnct These Stzrk-Zeemzn 
experimenrs on FBQ-d, confirm ihe suggested corre- 
lation [?I betlveen the lowest electronic states cfp- 
bsnzoquinone 2nd toluquinone. Trorztmsdorff has re- 
cently Iileasuied the &ctor group splitting in the d!GW- 
ed origin of tfie lowest triplet state of toluquinane {S] 
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md fcund 2V’, = @.31! cm-l with the sme orbitd 
level ordering. krrther the absence of a factor group 
splitting (“Vea < 0.05 cm-~) in the 3A,(nn’) state 
(at 12.1 cm-r from the origin in PBCjii,) nicely con- 
k-ns the assignment of thk state [3,4] as a vibrortic 
level of the Bl,(nn’) triplet stare. Finally the trernen. 
dous increase i?r ZFS puameter IDI fro-m 3.&l GHz 
in the zero point level to 10.023 .O GHz in the A, vi- 
bronic !eveI exp!ains (at least partly) the previously 
repoured [IO] hypersensitivity of the ZFS parameter 
D of the zero point lewl to asymmetric isotopic sub- 
siitution. 
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